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Abstract 

 

Today more and more applications become multithreaded, because parallel processing 

of multiple threads improves program performance on computer systems that have 

multiple CPUs. With growing of amount of multithreaded applications also amount of 

problems increases, which can occur during program execution. 

There are many tools, which help with multithreading debugging. They all differ 

from each other and they are all good in solving specific kinds of problems that they 

aim to solve, but still there is much work has to be done in multithreading debugging 

area. 

The aim of this project is to create a solution, with use of each users can define 

events, which are executed in their single- or multithreaded applications and should be 

visualized for future debugging. This will help user to see how the application works on 

a logical level. 
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1 Introduction 

 

This chapter describes goals and ideas of solving existing problems in multithreading. It 

also presents the structure of the current report. 

 

1.1 Motivation 
 

A thread is a sequence of programmed instructions, to which the operating system 

allocates processor time. Process implementation differs in each operating system, but 

in most cases every process, which is running in an operating system, consists at least of 

one thread. These processes, which contain more than one thread, are called 

multithreaded. 

Multithreading is a widespread programming model, which provides developers with 

useful abstractions of concurrent execution. Threads share their system resources, but 

each of them works independently. Parallel processing of multiple threads improves 

program performance on computer systems that have multiple central processing units 

(CPUs), because in this case different tasks can be executed simultaneously, that is a big 

advantage comparing to the single threaded applications, where tasks are executed 

successively. The work of multithreading is shown in the Figure 1.1. Within improving 

of execution speed, debugging of multithreading systems becomes difficult and often 

such developing causes a big amount of errors such as race conditions, deadlocks, 

livelocks and others. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.1 – Parallel processing on the different CPUs [1] 
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1.2 Problems 
 

Today more and more applications are becoming multithreaded to better utilize the full 

power of today’s multi-core processors. With multithreading new challenges come that 

need to be addressed. Since debugging of multithreaded applications causes big 

problems, there is a need in efficient tool, which will alleviate this task.  

Nowadays there is a lack of good tools for visualizing complex events in 

development and production. Such tools do exist, but they focus on specific problems in 

this domain, they are Concurrency Visualizer, Resource Contention Concurrency 

Profiling, JetBrains Dottrace and others, some of them are described in the Chapter 3. 

 

1.3 Goal and goal criteria 
 

The goal of this project is to create software, which will allow debugging of 

multithreading applications by visualization of predefined events of this application. 

The goal criteria of this project is that the solution will be able to collect information 

from the predefined events in the application, will visualize this information using 

charts, application and debugging tool will be able to interact between each other on 

different computers. 

The defined goal criteria can be reached if created solution will allow users to define 

borders in the program code of the debugged application. Such possibility will allow 

defining events, which should be visualized. This information then should be shown by 

using graphics, preferably charts. The restrictions of information amount should be 

based on performance of data visualization, which should be defined by end users. The 

communication between debugged application and developed solution should be 

possible on distance by sending requests to each other.  

The goal criteria will be evaluated by Edument company, in cooperation with which 

this project is implemented. This evaluation is based on the testing results of the created 

solution by the employees of the company, who will use this project implementation in 

their work. These results are not presented in any numeric format, they just define if the 

project reached goal criteria and if the created solution can be used in the future work.   

 

1.4 Idea 
 

When you design electronic circuit boards, you usually insert into the design phase 

various test points that can be used in production to test the unit, but in software this 

practice is not used very often.  

The idea of this thesis is to insert into the source code of application test-points that 

can be later visualized on a timeline to better understand the interaction inside the 

application. The more concrete idea is to develop a library that can be embedded into 

the debugged application, can record calls to the test-points (probes) in this application 

and can be requested later from a client application. This idea is shown in the Figure 

1.2. 
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Figure 1.2: Interaction between application and client software 

  

This client application will visualize different aspects of the specified program, but 

the main aim is to show workflow of such program in detail. Received data will be also 

shown from different points of view in order to visualize different kinds of errors in 

single- and multithreaded programs.  

The main problem is how to present debugging data from multithreaded programs, 

because of difficulty of choosing of the best way of such data visualization. That is why 

the big effort will be intended to solve this kind of problem. 

 

1.5 Structure of the report 
 

The report consists of eight chapters. The first chapter determines problems and 

purposes of solving multithreading problems. Chapter 2 presents basic information 

about multithreading work. The third chapter describes already created products, which 

can solve similar problems as the solution for this project. Chapter 4 presents created 

design. The fifth chapter shows the work of the created application. Chapter 6 describes 

how to use the created solution. The seventh chapter determines if the solution fulfilled 

goal criteria. The last chapter presents results of the thesis and future work on the 

created solution.  
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2 Background 

  

This chapter presents an overview of multithreading theory and its usage. The main 

problems of multithreading are also covered here.  

 

2.1 Theory of multithreading 
 

Usage of multithreading becomes very popular nowadays, because of the fast evolution 

of CPUs in computer systems. Therefore it is important to understand the principles of 

multithreading work and how to develop software products by using more than one 

thread. 

In the network world exists the common practice to share different resources 

between multiple users. Therefore applications, which will be deployed in the network, 

should have a possibility to work in parallel in order to serve multiple users’ requests 

simultaneously. The same also on desktop computers, users run applications, which can 

process different operations in the background (e.g., printing) and in the foreground 

(e.g., editing) simultaneously. With the increasing of popularity of multicore processors, 

it is common to have desktop and laptop computers with an ability to carry out multiple 

tasks concurrently. Therefore programming languages and operating systems should be 

designed to support the development of applications, which are able to execute different 

activities concurrently, to meet such requirements. Nowadays multithreading computer 

CPUs have hardware support for executing of multiple threads.  

In multithreading if a thread gets a lot of cache misses, the other thread(s) can 

continue working by taking advantage of the unused computing resources, that leads to 

faster overall execution, as these resources would have been idle if only a single thread 

was executed. Another advantage of multithreading is if a thread cannot use all the 

computing resources of the CPU, running another thread can avoid leaving these idle. 

Several threads can also share their cache, when they are working on the same set of 

data, it leads to better cache usage or synchronization on its values. [2]  

 

2.2 Problems in multithreading 
 

When developers start to develop multithreaded applications, they should be aware of 

some disadvantages of this technique. Multiple threads can interfere with each other 

while sharing hardware resources such as caches or translation lookaside buffers 

(TLBs). The execution time of a single thread is not improved but can be degraded, 

even when only one thread is executing. Another disadvantage is that the hardware 

support for multithreading is more visible to software, that is why it requires more 

changes to both application programs and operating systems than multiprocessing. [2] 

In multithreading programming instead of having just one processing unit doing 

work sequentially, you have two or more executing simultaneously. That is why the 

possibility of error occurring grows comparing with single threaded systems. Therefore 

there is a need of a debugging tool, which will help to find and prevent error occurring 

and also will help to answer such questions: 

1. Why is my application slow today?  

2. What is the application doing right now? 
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3. How many operations per second is it processing? 

4. Are all the threads running right now and what are they doing? 

5. Is my multithreaded application running optimally? 

6. How to debug and visualize complex state machines, event system, sagas or 

process executions? 

7. How to debug cross-machines?   
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3 Existing solutions 

 

There are some existing solutions, which have similar functionality as the developed 

solution. They help in debugging of single threaded and multithreaded systems, but they 

do not solve all the problems of developers [3-5]. 

 

3.1 Concurrency Visualizer 
 

Visual Studio Ultimate provides the developer with a Concurrency Visualizer tool. This 

profiling tool helps in analyzing applications for discovering opportunities for 

parallelism. It has three main views: CPU Utilization, Threads and Cores.  

 

3.1.1 CPU Utilization view 
 

The CPU Utilization view shows duration of a trace on it X axis. A number of logical 

processor cores in the system are show on the Y axis. The number of logical cores is a 

reflection of the number of threads that can simultaneously execute on your system, not 

the number of physical cores. 

As you can see from the Figure 3.1, there are four areas on the graph, which are 

described in the legend. The green area depicts the average number of logical cores that 

the application is being analyzed at any given time during the profiling run. The rest of 

the logical cores are either idle (shown in gray), used by the System process (shown in 

red), or used by other processes running on the system (shown in yellow). 

 

 
 

Figure 3.1: CPU Utilization view 

  

3.1.2 Thread view 
 

The Thread view contains detailed information of Concurrency Visualizer, in this view 

you can find an explanation of the behavior, shown in CPU Utilization and Cores views.  
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The Thread view shows same period of time on X axis as shown in CPU Utilization 

View. Different channels are shown on the Y axis, which consist of two types. The top 

channels are usually dedicated to physical disks and there are two channels per disk, one 

of them reads and another one writes information. Using those channels you can define 

at what period of time your application was working with concrete physical disc and 

with what files. The remaining channels in the timeline list all the threads that existed in 

your application during the profile collection period and there are shown their states of 

work. The example of work of the Thread view is shown in the Figure 3.2.   

 

 
 

Figure 3.2: Thread view 

 

3.1.3 Cores view 
 

The Cores view shows the migration of threads between cores and processor sockets. It 

displays the time period on the X axis as other views. The logical cores in the system 

are shown on the Y axis. A color is allocated for each thread in the application, and 

thread execution segments are drawn on the core channels. A legend and context switch 

statistics are displayed in the bottom pane, as shown in the Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3: Cores view 

 

3.2 Resource Contention Concurrency Profiling 
 

The Resource Contention Concurrency Profiling is an important feature of Visual 

Studio, it works as CPU and memory profiler. It also helps to find multithreading 

contentions and ensure that your multithreading application is working correctly. There 

are several views, which help user to debug applications: Summary, Resource Details, 

Thread Details, Contention, Processes and Function Details. 

 

3.2.1 Summary view 
 

The Summary view presents some summary information about an application to help 

users to start with an investigation. This is the first view that users can see and it is 

opened automatically after the profiling session is over and result file is ready, you can 

see the example of its work in the Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4: Summary view 

 

3.2.2 Resource Details view 
 

The Resource Details view shows information about specific resources. For example, in 

the Figure 3.5 you can see the lock resource and all threads that were blocked on it 

during the application’s lifetime. 

 

  
Figure 3.5: Resource Details view 
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3.2.3 Other views 
 

The Thread Details view shows detailed information of the specific thread. The shown 

information consists of all resources that thread was blocked on. The Contention view 

presents a set of call trees, each containing stacks that were blocked on a specific 

resource. The Processes view shows a list of inspecting processes, where each process 

has a list of its threads, and each thread is attributed with the number of contentions it 

experienced, and summarized length of blocked time. The Function Details view 

presents a detailed view of a specific function, including functions it calls and collected 

data. 

 

3.3 JetBrains Dottrace 
 

The JetBrains Dottrace tool is a family of memory and performance profilers for .NET 

applications. This tool is able to measure the performance of .NET applications in 

sampling, tracing, or line-by-line profiling mode, locally or on a remote machine. 

JetBrains Dottrace provides possibility to find and resolve performance issues on a 

machine that runs in a production environment. It also helps to debug the application 

from within the application using JetBrains Dottrace profiling API. 

 

3.3.1 Performance views 
 

When a user takes performance snapshot of debugged application, he can use Thread 

Tree, Call Tree and Hot Spot views to inspect profiling data stored in that snapshot. 

JetBrains Dottrace can also show source or decompiled code in a code preview area to 

make an educated guess as to what could cause a particular slowdown. The example of 

Call Tree view is shown in the Figure 3.6. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.6: Call Tree view 
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Users can take snapshots of the debugged application at any time when it is running. 

JetBrains Dottrace connects to the specified application and disconnects after profiling 

is finished. This feature allows not to reload application every time before profiling.  

 

3.3.2 Memory views 
 

You can quickly profile the memory usage of the specified application and see results in 

the special memory snapshot window with JetBrains Dottrace. This tool allows user to 

view the difference between two application states and compare them. The view of 

profiled memory data can be filtered to show only live, new, or dead objects, or the 

difference between new and dead objects. The example of the Memory view is shown in 

the Figure 3.7. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.7: Memory view 

 

3.4 Comparing results 
 

All of the tools, which are described in Sections 3.1 – 3.3, allow developers to profile 

applications in order to get information about their performance, memory usage, 

threads, etc. This information helps a lot in finding problems with specified application 

work, if such problems exist. Those tools can be used in most cases, but all of them 

have some lacks in their functionality. The advantages and disadvantages of described 

tools are shown in the Table 3.1. Criterias for comparison for each of the tools were 

defined according to the goal criteria, which was described in the Section 1.3. 
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Table 3.1: Advantages and disadvantages of existing solutions 

 Advantages Disadvantages 

Concurrency 

Visualizer 

Provides understandable 

graphical visualization of 

profiled multithreaded 

data. Allows debugging 

applications, which are in 

production. 

Is focused more on the 

instructional level of 

multithreaded software 

implementation. Included only 

in Visual Studio Ultimate 

Edition, which is expensive 

and inaccessible to most 

developers.   

Resource Contention 

Concurrency Profiling 

Provides understandable 

graphical visualization of 

profiled data. 

Is focused on investigation of 

synchronization problems in 

software. Does not allow 

debugging of applications, 

which are in production. 

JetBrains Dottrace Allows debugging of 

applications, which are in 

production. Allows local 

and remote profiling. 

Is focused more on the 

instructional level of 

multithreaded software 

implementation. Does not have 

a graphical visualization of 

profiled information, does not 

support properly 

multithreading debugging.  

 

The existing solutions, which are described above, are good at solving specific kinds 

of problems. The main difference between this project and these solutions is actually 

that they do not do what this project does, and that is a visualization of event systems. 

These solutions use their own level of abstraction to show data, taken during the 

lifetime of the specific program, but the one of the aims of this project is to allow user 

to define which task in the program should be visualized. 

These solutions do not provide the same functionality as was described in Chapter 1. 

They do not allow user to define the borders in the program code for visualizing specific 

event and they do not allow debugging of the application, which executes on another 

computer. Concurrency Visualizer and Resource Contention Concurrency Profiling 

provide visualizing of retrieved information using charts, but JetBrains show this 

information only in a text format. 

However, there are some features in each of the solutions, which can be useful in the 

current project. Combining all of them will help to create a good solution with all the 

needed functionality for visualizing event-systems. 
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4 Architecture and design 

 

The main problem of this project is to collect the right information and to visualize the 

results in a meaningful way. The task is to display this information from different points 

of view in order to help users to find possible errors in the debugged program. That is 

why it is important to define the architecture and design of the project, which will help 

to solve such kind of problem and many others. 

 

4.1 Overall overview 
 

To achieve goal criteria, described in the Section 1.3, it was decided to implement a 

library, which will fetch debugging data from the specified application and then will 

send these data to the client application, which will further visualize received 

information with using charts and tables. 

One of the issues was to implement the interaction between a debugged application 

and the client software, which can be located on different computers. This client 

application will show received information on the screen. Such interaction can be 

possible by using a web server, which will provide HTTP queries to send data to the 

client. It is possible to create this web server in a library, which will be embedded in the 

debugged application. In such way the library will be able to communicate with the 

client through the HTTP protocol and then send all fetched information needed for 

visualization.  

According to the description above, it is possible to define the architecture of the 

project. It is shown in the Figure 4.1. The library should be embedded in the debugged 

application by using its reference. A debugged application can be application in 

production, web server, Windows service, server application, etc. The management 

computer represents client software, which allows working with processed data. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.1: Architecture of the project 

 

As you can see in the Figure 4.1, debugged application will make a reference to the 

created library and this library will be automatically embedded in such application. 

Then it will be possible to use APIs from the library in the application, it means that 

user will be able to define the parameters of debugging in the program code of 

debugged application. When user defined parameters of debugging, the library will be 

able to retrieve specific information from the debugged application. This information 

will be then sent to the client application, which will show received data on the screen.    
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4.2 Library 
 

The main purposes of the library are fetching specific data from an application and 

allowing sharing it through HTTP queries. The library should be able to get overall 

diagnostics information from an application and also retrieve some data during 

application’s work, like CPU and memory usage, time of task implementation, etc.   

  

4.2.1 Fetching data 
 

The library should be able somehow to get data about application and machine, where 

this application is running on. It can be possible by making reference from debugged 

application to such library. It means that the library will be embedded in managing 

process of the application. 

Many high-level programming languages include classes for getting specified 

diagnostics information. There are also many third party frameworks and technologies, 

which allow retrieving of more specialized application and machine data. These 

frameworks can be easily used by many programming languages. There is an example 

in Figure 4.2 of architecture of one of those technologies, which is called Windows 

Management Instrumentation (WMI), and the way of using it in developed application. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.2: Architecture of WMI [6] 

 

4.2.2 Probes 
 

The idea with retrieving diagnostics information from the debugged application is quite 

simple, but there can be a problem with fetching information about duration of 

execution of specific tasks. The user should be able to define when the needed task 
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starts its work in program and when finishes. For example, the user needs to debug 

multithreaded application, which sorts an integer array using different algorithms. In 

this situation it can be interesting for the user to know which algorithm finishes its 

execution faster in comparing with other algorithms. That is why user should be able to 

define borders in a program where each algorithm starts and finishes its work. It will 

look like dividing the program on different tasks. Then user can be able to see the 

results of each task execution, in our situation results of execution of specified sorted 

algorithms. 

One of the ways to achieve this is using of probes principle, which is widespread in 

hardware testing. A test probe is a physical device, which is used to connect electronic 

test equipment to the device under test (DUT). Probes range from very simple, rugged 

devices to complex probes that are sophisticated, expensive, and fragile. [7] 

In usage with oscilloscope test probes help to retrieve data from hardware to display 

it on the screen. Specific probes are used depending on needed test data. Fetched data 

then can be shown by oscilloscope in a graphical way.  

 
Figure 4.3: Oscilloscope with probe [8] 

  

This principle of probes can be easily used not only in hardware testing, but also in 

software debugging. The library should define class Probe, which can be used by the 

debugged application. This class can be used in different ways, for example, to solve 

problems like defining borders of tasks, starting recording CPU and memory usage, etc. 

 

4.2.3 Web server 
 

Retrieved data from single- or multithreaded application should be somehow then sent 

to the client application. It can be possible by using a web server.  

The web server can be either the hardware or the software that helps to deliver web 

content that can be accessed through the Internet. The most common use of web servers 

is to host websites, but there are other uses such as gaming, data storage or 

running enterprise applications. [9] 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_test_equipment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_test_equipment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Device_under_test
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_hardware
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_content
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_content
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Website
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Online_game
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enterprise_software
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Functionality of the web server should be defined in library’s classes. As a debugged 

application will reference this library, then it can use not only probes for debugging, but 

also can initialize web server, which will allow the client application to get specified 

data by sending requests to it.  

  

4.3 Client 
 

The task of the client software is to get information from the application through the 

web service and then to visualize it in a meaningful way. Such data can be overall 

diagnostics information about the application and real-time data. That is why this 

received information should be grouped separately on the screen.  

Overall diagnostics data can be viewed as a table. Such data can be fetched from the 

web server only once, because it will not be changed during lifetime of debugged 

application. The prototype of such view is shown in the Figure 4.4. 

 

Tree view of all 
properties

Property description

Property Name 1 Value 1

Property Name 2 Value 2

Property Name 3 Value 3

Property Name 4 Value 4

Property Name 5 Value 5

Property Name 6 Value 6

Property Name 7 Value 7

Property Name 8 Value 8

Property Name 9 Value 9

Property Name 10 Value 10

Property Name 11 Value 11

 
 

Figure 4.4: Prototype of diagnostics view 

 

Real time data can be shown using charts and graphics. It can be changed every time 

during the debugged application’s lifetime, that is why every time, when the user 

decides to reconnect to the web server, the client application should show new received 

data on the screen. The prototype of such view is shown in the Figure 4.5. 
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Chart of tasks execution

Charts of additional data

 
 

Figure 4.5: Prototype of real-time view 

 

Measuring of duration of task implementation in debugged application also requires 

meaningful presenting on the chart. It was decided to use solution for task displaying in 

a view of channels. Each channel can consist of different tasks or subtasks, because the 

user can decide to measure task, which executes in the loop, in this situation, the task 

can be executed more than once. That is why all those executions will run for the same 

task and all of them will be grouped in one channel, which corresponds to them.  

Due to the necessity of division of described data types, it makes sense to use 

multiple document interface (MDI) forms for displaying information. MDI is a popular 

interface, which allows displaying different forms in one application with the main 

parent form. MDI is used in Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft PowerPoint 

and in many others popular software products. That means that when user executes a 

program, it shows a parent form with buttons for basic functionality. When user tries to 

connect to a web server, the program displays child forms with processed data in the 

main form. Such interface will help user to investigate retrieved data from a debugged 

application in a meaningful way.         
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5 Implementation description 

 

To solve described task it was chosen .NET Framework with high-level programming 

language C#. The .NET Framework is a popular development platform for building 

applications for Windows, Windows Store, Windows Phone, Windows Server and 

Windows Azure. C# language was developed by Microsoft within its .NET initiative 

and it is intended to be a simple, modern, general-purpose, object-oriented programming 

language. 

 

5.1 Probes 
 

The main functionality of the library is based on the Probe class. If user wants to get 

statistics of the specified program, he has to add this library as a reference to his project 

and use Probe class methods for measuring chosen kinds of statistics.  

Not for all statistics it is needed to use many methods of Probe class, there is also the 

possibility to get just overview information about a program or a computer, on which 

this program is running. For this purpose there is need only for initializing of a Probe 

instance in a project. 

The Probe is divided on 4 partial classes, each class has its own functionality. There 

is a description below of the purposes of each class: 

 

Table 5.1: Description of Probe’s classes functionality 

Class name Description 

Probe_Configuration Used for initializing and configuration of Probe. 

Probe_Internal Stores the internal fields and data structures used by 

the Probe’s classes. 

Probe_Operations Contains the probe/data operation methods. 

Probe_Probes Contains the probe methods. 

 

5.2 Time measurement  
 

It is needed to use as more precise time measurement tool as possible to measure 

duration of time of the defined task. There are many existing .NET Framework classes, 

which allow doing that, each of them has its own advantages and disadvantages. There 

is a brief comparison of them below. [10-12] 

 

5.2.1 DateTime.UtcNow 
  

This is the simplest mechanism for measuring duration, because it reads only the 

counter from memory. DataTime.UtcNow is a property and it returns the current date 

and time in UTC format. It works also according to the local time of the computer, on 

which it is used.  

 

DateTime begin = DateTime.UtcNow; 

... 

DateTime end = DateTime.UtcNow; 

Console.WriteLine("Measured time: " + (end-begin).TotalMilliseconds + " 

ms."); 
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However, the resolution is not good, it is around 10-15 milliseconds on the latest 

versions of Windows. It is not enough for measuring tasks, which can be executed by 

different applications. 

 

5.2.2 QueryPerformanceCounter 
 

The QueryPerformanceCounter is a Windows API method that is used by some built-in 

.NET types behind the scenes. The developer needs to use interoperability APIs to have 

access to this function which provides access to a high-resolution performance counter. 

This approach is recommended by Microsoft in implementing high-resolution timing. 

However, QueryPerformanceCounter has some limitations in certain environments. 

 

[DllImport("Kernel32.dll")] 

public static extern void QueryPerformanceCounter(ref long ticks); 

 

5.2.3 Process.TotalProcessorTime 
 

This mechanism differs from the previous ones because it does not measure how much 

time has been passed, but it measures how long your process has kept the CPU busy. 

The timings here are not distorted by other processes that consume a lot of CPU. The 

developer can also measure the impact that his code has on the overall performance of 

the system. On laptops, this also gives an indication towards the battery-power that is 

consumed by a process. This can be important for applications that run for a long time 

(such as services and other background tasks). 

 

TimeSpan begin = Process.GetCurrentProcess().TotalProcessorTime;  

...  

TimeSpan end = Process.GetCurrentProcess().TotalProcessorTime; 

Console.WriteLine("Measured time: " + 

(end - begin).TotalMilliseconds + " ms."); 

 

To interpret the measured time correctly, the developer should realize that the time 

that is spent while program code is waiting will not be counted. On the other hand, if a 

process is keeping multiple processors busy, the time of each processor will be added (if 

a dual-core processor is kept 100% busy, the TotalProcessorTime will increment by 2 

each second). 

The main problem is that this mechanism has the worst performance, it is around 250 

times slower than using DateTime.UtcNow. 

 

5.2.4 Stopwatch 
 

System.Diagnostics.Stopwatch is the most precise mechanism from the described 

solutions. It is a lightweight class used to track the amount of time elapsed between 

some starting and some ending point in time. This approach uses 

QueryPerformanceCounter, described in Section 5.2.2, to measure elapsed time. 
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Stopwatch watch = new Stopwatch(); 

watch.Start(); 

... 

watch.Stop(); 

Console.WriteLine("Measured time: " +  

watch.Elapsed.TotalMilliseconds + " ms."); 

 

There are some disadvantages of this solution, it is a bit slower than using 

DateTime.UtcNow and due to the bug in the BIOS, Start() and Stop() must be executed 

on the same processor to get a correct result. 

 

5.2.5 Comparison result 
 

After comparing all of those the most common ways for time duration measurement, it 

was decided to use Stopwatch class, which has less disadvantages between all other 

solutions and it allows to get as much precise time value as it is needed. The main factor 

of this choice was precision criteria, because debugged applications can execute very 

small tasks and it can be difficult to measure time of each of them using another .NET 

Framework classes. The precision comparison of these time measurement classes is 

shown in the Table 5.2. The QueryPerformanceCounter is not presented in the table, 

because it is not a class of .NET Framework and Stopwatch class is based on 

QueryPerformanceCounter. [13-14] 

 

Table 5.2: Precision comparison of time measurement solutions of .NET Framework 

Class name Average precision (s.) 

DateTime.UtcNow 15
-3

 

Process.TotalProcessorTime 50
-6

 

Stopwatch 10
-9

 

 

 

5.3 Interaction between client and library  
 

We need something like a channel to communicate between library and clients and to 

send received information from debugged program. It was decided to use a lightweight 

HTTP server for the .NET Framework called Kayak.  

Kayak consists of request framework and the HTTP server libraries. The Kayak 

server does not load your code into its process space. To use it you need to write your 

own entry point, instantiate a KayakServer object, set it up however you want and start 

it. 

The framework simply maps HTTP requests to .NET method invocations. 

Arguments to a method invocation can be generated from the HTTP request and the 

return value of the invocation can be used to generate the HTTP response. The Kayak 

Framework converts .NET objects to JSON and vice versa. It automatically deserializes 

JSON in the body of an incoming HTTP request and passes the deserialized .NET 

objects as arguments to invocations of your methods. When your function returns, 

Kayak then serializes the return value of the invocation as JSON to the body of the 

HTTP response. [15] 
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In our case data can be received by the client application as a 

ResponseProbeDataDTO object (this class is used by the library and the client 

application) and then can be easily used for displaying purposes.  

 

5.4 Data visualization 
 

The problem to solve in the client solution was to present data from a debugged 

application in a meaningful way. There are many existing components, which help to 

create graphs and charts using C#. It was decided to use Chart component, which is 

included in .NET Framework and allows creating of all the needed functionality.  

CPU and memory usage data can be presented by using just basic graph. As for the 

task displaying, it needs special presenting on the screen. Different tasks can be 

executed by different threads. That is why the chart for displaying tasks consists of list 

of channel names on the left side. On the diagram are shown corresponding to the 

channel tasks, where defined beginning and end of each one. The example of such chart 

is shown in the Figure 5.1. Some tasks can be shown with the same time value due to 

the multithreading, which allows to execute more than one thread simultaneously.  

    

 
Figure 5.1: Task visualization 

 

The problem was when user zoomed graph, scale on the X axis showed very big 

numbers, because maximum zooming ends on nanoseconds. This problem is shown in 

the Figure 5.2.  

 

 
Figure 5.2: Problem of X axis after zooming 
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That is why it was decided to use start value of the X axis, which is shown on the 

bottom left side of the chart, to solve such problem. Other values of the chart look like 

sum values of the absolute value. The result of solving of this problem is shown in the 

Figure 5.3. 

 

  

 
Figure 5.3: X axis updated values 

 

The problem also occurred when it was needed to debug an application, where were 

defined many tasks. The usage of graphics and high-level programming language for 

showing debugging information on the diagram badly affected the performance of the 

Chart component because of the big amount of input data. That is why were added 

restrictions for the maximum amount of channels and tasks, which can be shown on the 

chart. The maximum value for channels is 256 and for tasks is 10 000. The amount, 

which exceeds those values, does not allow user to evaluate the informational content of 

received debugging data.  

 

 
 

Figure 5.4: Warning for exceeding the maximum amount of channels 

 

  
 

Figure 5.5: Warning for exceeding the maximum amount of tasks 
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6 Results 

 

There is some information below about achieved results after project implementation. 

This chapter describes how to use methods of the library in debugged application and 

how to investigate data, which is then sent by the library to the client. 

In this chapter is also shown how to use the functionality of the project 

corresponding to the goal criteria, which was described in the Section 1.3. It is possible 

to define the borders of specific events in the debugged application by using methods of 

Probe class of the created library. These events then are shown in the client software 

using charts and graphs. The possibility of interacting between the client application and 

the library is implemented through HTTP protocol. 

 

6.1 Task execution 
 

There is a possibility to get information about tasks execution in a program by using 

Probe class methods from the library. To do this, the user needs to write these methods 

in the beginning and in the end of the specific task in a code.  

For example, we have a web application and want to get a sense of how many 

request times are and how many threads are handling requests when we load-test the 

site. We open the Global.asax file and add one line entries to three methods: 
 

void Application_Start(object sender, EventArgs e)  

{ 

Probe.Init(); 

} 

     

void Application_BeginRequest(object sender, EventArgs e) 

{ 

Probe.TaskStarted( 

Thread.CurrentThread.ManagedThreadId.ToString(),"1"); 

} 

 

void Application_EndRequest(object sender, EventArgs e) 

{ 

Probe.TaskCompleted( 

Thread.CurrentThread.ManagedThreadId.ToString(),"1"); 

} 

  

At application start-up we simply initialized the probe library. The CodeProbe library 

has a concept of channels. A channel groups together things that we want to record data 

about. In our case, we’re interested in monitoring the behavior of requests on threads, so 

we choose to use the thread ID as channel name and number “1” as task id, user can use 

whatever he likes, however. Note that in those methods should be used the same 

channel name and task id, only in such way the library can define where the channel 

starts its work and where finishes. We now run our web application, and then hit it with 

a program that simulates a heavy load. After that collected data can be sent to the client 

application. 
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6.2 Monitoring CPU and memory usage 
 

It may be interesting to see CPU and memory usage over the lifetime of a program. The 

library includes some methods dedicated to this. They can be configured to take 

measurements at a given time interval, and will run in background thread to do so.  

User can monitor CPU and memory by adding the following lines just after he has 

initialized the library: 

 

Probe.Record<CPUTimeProbe>().MeasureEvery("CPU Usage", 500); 
Probe.Record<WorkingSetSizeProbe>().MeasureEvery("Memory Usage", 500); 

  

This means that the library will collect information during the working lifetime of 

specified program and will send it to the client application. 

 

6.3 Data investigation 
 

There is a possibility to explore machine data, on which debugged application worked, 

and to see information about local results retrieved from debugged application. For 

these two functions exist two buttons on the main form in the client software. Besides 

these buttons there is a data tree of all existing connections, these connections can be 

added to the tree by using the menu on the bottom of the form. When user starts client 

software, the main form of it is almost empty. There are just menu, some management 

buttons and the tree of connections. Another area is free, because there will be displayed 

MDI forms, which are shown after user defines which data to investigate. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.1: Main form of the client without child forms 
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6.3.1 Diagnostics view 
 

The diagnostics data can be shown in the MDI form by pressing on the Display 

Diagnostics button on the main form. This data is shown in the way of a tree and shows 

user some information about the machine, on which user executed his application. The 

example of such information and the way of its displaying is shown in the Figure 6.2. 

 

  
Figure 6.2: Diagnostics form  

 

6.3.2 Real time data view 
 

The other data, which is taken from the application in real time, are shown in a different 

way and it can be displayed on a screen by pressing on Channel Display button. The 

form of displaying is divided in two areas, in the top one is displayed chart with 

information about task execution, and in the bottom area is shown information about 

channel frequency distribution, CPU and memory usage. The example is shown in the 

Figure 6.3.    

This information is shown in such way to help user investigate received data from 

not only single threaded applications, but also from multithreaded, which are usually 

difficult to debug. The chart shown on the top can be zoomed, scrolled, there could be 

also putted some labels, which will be shown as annotations. 
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Figure 6.3: Real time data form 

 

In the bottom of the form there is the possibility to choose showing of Channels 

Frequency Distribution or Selection Frequency Distribution. If there is no selected area 

on the chart, then the shown information will be the same in both tabs, but if some area 

is chosen, then frequency distribution shows data according to the selected area in the 

second tab. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.4: Selected area data 
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Other two tabs show CPU and memory usage graphs, information of which was 

taken at the last time when the client application connected to the web server. This data 

will be updated only after the next connection to the server, in this situation displayed 

graphs are static and do not change during the time.   

 

 
 

Figure 6.5: CPU usage graph 

 

 
 

Figure 6.6: Memory usage graph 

 

As you can see from Figures 6.5 – 6.6 data are shown on the timeline of the 

application’s work. The last data point is shown according to the time, when was the 

last connection to debugged application. Y axis of the CPU usage graph displays values 

in percentage, this graph shows how much CPU work was taken by the application. Y 

axis of the memory usage graph displays values, which define how much memory in 

megabytes was taken from random-access memory (RAM) of computer by the 

application. 
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7 Evaluation 

 

The created solution fulfilled the goal criteria, which was defined in the Section 1.3.  

There is a possibility to embed the library in an application by creating a reference to 

it. The application then will be able to use Probe class from the library, which is able to 

define borders of specific event in the program code of the application. The library is 

then able to retrieve information about defined events during lifetime of the application. 

The idea of Probe class is shown in the Sections 4.2.2 and 5.1. The Section 6.1 

describes how to use Probe class to define complex events in an application.  

The client software is able to visualize received information from the library using 

charts and graphs. The Sections 4.3 and 5.4 describe the architecture and 

implementation of the client software. The Section 6.3.2 shows how to investigate 

information about complex events in an application using created solution. 

The communication between the library and client software is possible on different 

computers. It means that an application for debugging and the library can be on one 

computer and the client software can be on another. This communication is made 

through HTTP protocol using small web server that the library can initialize. The 

architecture and implementation of this communication is shown in the Sections 4.1, 

4.2.3 and 5.3.  

The comparison table between created software, which is named CodeProbe and 

other solutions, are shown in the table below:   

 

Table 7.1: Advantages and disadvantages of existing solutions in comparing with 

created one. 

 Advantages Disadvantages 

Concurrency 

Visualizer 

Provides understandable 

graphical visualization of 

profiled multithreaded data. 

Allows debugging applica-

tions, which are in production. 

Is focused more on instructional level 

of multi-threaded software imple-

mentation. Included only in Visual 

Studio Ultimate Edition, which is 

inaccessible to most developers.   

Resource 

Contention 

Concurrency 

Profiling 

Provides understandable 

graphical visualization of 

profiled data. 

Is focused on investigation of 

synchronization problems in software. 

Does not allow debugging of 

applications, which are in production. 

JetBrains 

Dottrace 

Allows debugging of 

applications, which are in 

production. Allows local and 

remote profiling. 

Is focused more on the instructional 

level of multithreaded software 

implementation. Does not have a 

graphical visualization of profiled 

information, does not support properly 

multithreading debugging.  

CodeProbe Provides understandable grap-

hical visualization of profiled 

data and allows debugging ap-

plications, which are in produ-

ction. Allows defining borders 

in the code to choose which 

event to measure in a program. 

Cannot measure very fast events 

(tasks) due to limitations in resolution. 
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8 Conclusion 

 

After implementation of the project it was created a solution for debugging single- and 

multithreaded applications. This solution consists of the client software for visualizing 

results and of the library for retrieving debugged data.  

Some small problems occurred during working on the project, these problems were 

described in the Sections 5.2 – 5.4. The usage of .NET Framework for the project 

implementation helped to solve these kinds of problems.  

The result of the work is able to record measurements of various probes in debugged 

application and then show it on a timeline. It is helpful in visualizing complex 

asynchronous processes in order to give the user a better understanding of the different 

activities that are going on for a specific program. The user will also be informed when 

these activities occur. Created project will be much more useful if probes are putted in 

the right place in debugged application, this will allow user to understand what kinds of 

problems exist there. This idea was defined after conversation with developers, who 

often use tools for multithreading debugging. 

However, there are possible some kinds of improvements, which can make created 

solution more helpful. For example, the library can only be embedded in applications, 

which are written using .NET Framework, that is why it is not possible to debug 

software, which does not use this framework. One of the improvements can be 

implementing of the library using Java programming language, which is one of the most 

popular programming languages at the moment, this implementation will help to debug 

Java applications. Another possible improvement is to implement client software as a 

web application, it will allow user to investigate retrieved data from specific application 

through the Internet.  
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